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ABSTRACT
This paper is a study of the relationship 
between the number of classes of primitive totally positive 
binary quadratic forms of a given determinant and the 
number of certain quaternions of a given norm where the 
coefficients of the forms and the components of the 
quaternions are from the integral elements in the 
field R(/2). The related problem of finding the number 
of representations of an integer as a sum of squares is 
also considered.
An integer r| = aQ + ai'/"2 ^G^2) is called
odd if n(r|) = pri is an odd rational integer, and r| is
called evenish if a-^  is even. The two major results 
of Chapter I are the two independent theorems:
Theorem 1.1. If v = vQ + v1i1 + Vgi^ +
is a primitive (mod r|) quaternion such that X] divides
N(v), r| is evenish and n(ri) is odd and positive, then
v has exactly eight right divisors t with N(t) = r).
The divisors are the eight left-associates ±t, ±i .t.
hi - hkTheorem 1.2. If ? = tt^  * * * 7r^  where tt^
is an odd evenish and totally positive prime in Z(/2), then
where r^(?) is the number of representations of 5 as
a sum of four squares.
Let h(6 ) be the number of classes of primitive 
totally positive binary quadratic forms of determinant 6 . 
The principal result of Chapter II is:
Theorem 2.1. The number of classes of primitive 
totally positive binary quadratic forms of determinant 6 
where 6 is odd evenish totally positive and 4  1 and is 
given by
h(6 ) = r± (6) +-J. r1±(6 ) + ^r±li(6) + 2^ i v (6 )
where r (6) is the number of primitive pure quaternions
x = Xji-L + x2i2 + of norm 6 satisfying the following
conditions for a = i, ii, iii, iv.
i) n(x^) s  n(x2) = n(x^) fails and exactly two of 
xx, x2, and x^ are congruent,
ii) n(x1) = n(x2) = n(x^) fails and no two of x^,
x2, and x^ are congruent,
iii) n(x^) = n(x2) - n (x3 ) = 1 and xi s x2 s  x3J 
iv) n(x1) = n(x2) e n(x^) s 1 and exactly two of 
x^, x2, x3 are congruent. All congruences are modulo two.
v
By utilizing theorem 1.2 and some of the results 
preliminary to the theorem just stated we obtain:
k, k k
Theorem 2.2. If § = v 2 ' ' #7rm where tj\
is an odd evenish totally positive prime with (v. ,tt .) = 1-L J
for i 4 j and ri is an odd evenish totally positive square 
free integer, then
m
ro (? T|) = r^ (ri) JT T.
J ^ i=l 1
k.+2 k.+l
n(TT.) 1 - 1 -r\ n(7ri) 1 - 1
where T. = ------------  - (— ) ------------  and
n ^ )  - 1 t ± n ( t ± ) - 1
r^ fri) is the number of representations of ri as the sum of 
three squares.
vi
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
In his paper 1'On the Arithmetic of Quaternions''
[5]1 Professor Gordon Pall obtained formulae for the number 
of classes of primitive positive binary quadratic forms 
with rational integral coefficients and of a given determinant 
by using properties of Lipschitz quaternions. The methods 
involved lend themselves to a consideration of the problem 
of counting the number of classes of primitive totally 
positive binary quadratic forms of a given determinant 
but having as coefficients integral elements of a quadratic 
extension of the rational numbers. In Chapter II we 
obtain a theorem which gives a representation for the 
number of classes of such forms in terms of the numbers 
of quaternions of certain types.
In Chapter I we prove a basic theorem on the 
factorization of quaternions and also obtain a result 
on the number of representations of certain numbers in 
R(/2) as a sum of four squares.
Throughout this paper we will restrict the 
word integer to mean an algebraic integer in the field 
R(/2). Lower case Greek letters will be used to designate
^"Pairs of numbers in brackets refer to 
correspondingly numbered references in the Selected Bibliography 
and page numbers, respectively. A single number refers to the 
similarly numbered reference in the Selected Bibliography.
1
2these integers and Z(/2) will he used to denote the ring
of integral elements in R(/2). The norm of an integer
r) = + a.j/2 will be denoted by n(ri) = (aQ + a1/2) (aQ - a^/2)
2 2= aQ ~ 2a^. If r| = aQ + a^/2, then the conjugate of ri
is f] = aQ - a^/2. ij will be called totally positive if
aQ > |a^/2| . In case r| = aQ + 2a^/2, then iq will be 
called evenish. We note that the square of any integer 
is evenish. An integer ri will be referred to as odd if 
n(ri) is an odd rational integer. We note further that 
an integer can be both odd and evenish.
The ring of quaternions considered will be the 
collection of all expressions of the form x = xQ + +
x2i2 + x^i^ where x^ is in Z(/2) and the multiplication
of the symbols i-^ , i 2 J is the usual one
. 2 . 2 . 2
ij_ ~ = i-^  = — 1 j *^l"^ 2 = "^2^ 3 = "^ l* = 12*
If x = Xq + x^i^ + Xgio + x^i^j then the conj'ugate of
x is x = xQ ■ xiii “ X2i2 " X3i3 and norm o f x is
N(x) = xx = Xq + x^ + x^ + x^. If Xq = 0, then x is
called pure, and if (xQ,x1,Xg,x^) = 1, then x is said
to be primitive. Further, if xQ a 0 (mod ri), then x
is called pure (mod n), and if (x ^jX^jX^jX^,^) = 1, then
3x is said to be primitive (mod p). If ? is a prime 
different from /2 and it \  r\, then (^) = 1 if r) is a
quadratic residue (mod tt) and -1 otherwise.
CHAPTER I
FACTORIZATION OF QUATERNIONS AND 
SUMS OF FOUR SQUARES
The following basic theorem was proved in
its original form by Lipschitz [2] for quaternions with
rational integral coefficients and a prime as the
divisor of the norm of the quaternion.
We note that if x, u, t are quaternions such
that x = ut, then ± t, ± i .t for j = 1, 2, 3 are also right
J
divisors of x with the same norm as t. Also if p is the norm
of a quaternion t, then p is a sum of four squares and hence
must be evenish.
Theorem 1.1. If v = Vq + v^i^ + v2i2 + v3^3 ;i's
a primitive (mod p) quaternion such that p divides N(v),
p is evenish and n(p) is odd and totally positive, then v
has exactly eight right divisors t with N(t) = p. The
divisors are the eight left-associates ± t, ± i.t,
J
In the following lemmata p is assumed to be odd, 
evenish, and totally positive.
Lemma 1.2. If x and y are two quaternions such that 
x = y (mod p), then x and y have the same right divisors of 
norm p.
5PROOF: If the quaternion t is a right divisor
of y such that N(t) = r\, then y = ut. Thus x = y + zp -
ut + ztt = (u + zt)t. A similar argument holds if t is a
right divisor of x.
Lemma 1,3. If (N(x),p) = 1* then v and xv have
the same right divisors t such that N(t) = p.
PROOF: If v = ut and N(t) = p, then xv = (xu)t.
If, conversely, xv = ut and (N(x),p) = 1, then there exist
two integers ? and 9 such that §N(x) + Pp = 1 and §N(x) = 1
(mod n). Thus l*v = §N(x)*v = §xxv = (§xu)t (mod r|). Since
v = (§xu)t (mod p), t is a right divisor of v.
Lemma 1.4. If theorem 1.1 holds for every product
p of r - 1 or less primes of odd norm (r > l), then it holds
for products p of r primes of odd norm.
PROOF: Assume the theorem holds for products
p of r - 1 or fewer primes of odd norm. Assume further
that ir is a prime of odd norm which is positive and such
that mi is a divisor of N(v) and v is primitive (mod irr\) .
From v = ut with N(t) = p and Trp§ = N(v) = N(u)N(t),
it follows that w is a factor of N(u). Since v is primitive
(mod TTp)» u must be primitive (mod 7r), and the theorem
applies to u and v  so that u = wx, where N(x) = tt. Thus
v = w(xt) and N(xt) = 77p so v has a right divisor of norm T7p.
To show that any two such right divisors are left-
associates suppose v = ux = wy with N(x) = N(y) = TTp. Then
x = st and y = s't' where N(t) = N(t') = p and since t, t' are
right divisors of v, by the induction assumption they are
left-associates. Thus t = 9 t 1 where 9 = ± i , so that
6N(x) = N(y) and N(t) = N(t') imply that N(s0) = N(s')«
Also x = set' and v = us0t' = ws't1 imply that
us0 = ws1 = q and N(s0) = N(s') = ir. Since v is primitive
(mod irn)^  q is primitive (mod i r ) , so s0 and s' are left-
associates. Thus we have s© = cpsr with cp a unit and
x = st = s^t' = cps't = cpy, so x and y are left associates.
Lemma 1.5. If v is primitive (mod i r ) , there 
is a pure quaternion x with N(x) prime to ir such that 
xv is pure (mod i r ) .
PROOF: If vQ ^ 0 (mod tt), v1 = v^ = v^ = 0 (mod 7r),
and x is any pure quaternion such that N(x) 4 0 (mod ir),
then ^Vj^ + X2VP + X3V3 -  0 (mod 7r) * That is, xv is 
pure (mod ir).
If at least one of v^, v2, v^, say v.^ , is
not divisible by ir, then (v-^ tt) = 1 and v ^  + r \  = 1
for some ? and . Hence v ^  = 1 (mod ir) and the congruence
xlvl + X2V2 + X3V3 a 0 (mod ^  can be as
X1 5 ^vlxl 5 "?x2v2 “ ^X3V3 m t,x2 + (mod T ) ‘ Sutl”
* 2 2 2stituting x^ s rpc2 + jax^  (mod ir) in x^  ^+ x2 + x^ 4  0 (mod tt)
yields
(1) (1 + ti2)x2 + 2t1HX2x3 + (1 + 4  0 (mod tt) .
A solution x2, x^ to this incongruence will exist unless
all of 1 + r\2 , rp, 1 + \ i2 = 0 (mod i r ) . But Tp s 0 (mod ir)
implies T) = 0 or |i s 0 (mod ir) so that 1 + ri 4 0 or 
1 + [i2 4  0 (mod i r ) .
7Thus a solution to (1) and the corresponding
x1 give x^v^ + ^2V2 + X3V3 “ 0 m^od and
2 2 2Xi + x2 + x3 ^ 0 (mod 7r) so that x is of norm prime to
7r and x v  is p u r e  (mod tt) .
Consider two quaternions v and x which satisfy 
lemma 1.5. Then if w = xv, w is pure (mod 7r)j and if 
w' = w - Wq, then w 1 5 xv (mod i r ). By lemma 1.2 and 1.3, 
w' and v have the same right divisors of norm tt. If 
tt | xv, then ir | xxv = N(x)v, and from (N(x),7r) = 1 
it follows that ir | v contrary to the assumption that 
v is primitive (mod i r ) . Hence ir }f xv and xv = w' is 
primitive (mod ir). For some j, w^ is not divisible by ir, 
say w^. Then there exists an integer r\ such that 
r|w^  = 1 (mod 7r). Let w 1 ' be a pure quaternion such that 
w ,r s= r|W1 (mod tt) . But (ri,7r) =  1 implies, by lemma 1.3, 
that riw' and w 1 have the same right divisors of norm tt,  
and lemma 1.2 implies w 1 1 and riw' have the same right 
divisors of norm ir. Hence w '1 and v have the same right 
divisors of norm ir. Taking w' 1 - i-^ - ^2W2 ~ ^3W3 ’ w ' '
is pure and primitive and from the congruences above we 
have N(w'') s N(w') = N(xv) s N(v) (mod ir) o r  
2 21 + w2 + w^ = tt§ for some integer ?.
By the considerations above we are able to 
reduce the proof of the theorem to the case of a
82 2
quaternion v =  1^ - i2v2 “ i 3 v 3  s u c h  " t h a t  1  +  v2 +  =  tt?
for some integer 5 . For such a quaternion v, to find the
quaternions t which satisfy v = ut and N(t) = tt we
consider vt B 0 (mod ir) with N(t) = ir. For 
t = tQ + tj^ i^  + t2i2 + t^i^ this yields
Ml = tQ + v2t3 - v3t2 . 0
M2 = t1 - v2t2 - v3t3 = 0
(2) (mod i r ) .
M3 = -v2t0 + v3t]_ + t3 » 0
Mi, = - v3t 0 -  -  t 2 .  0
2 2Prom 1 + v2 + v3 a 0 (mod ir) and (2 ) we have
_v2|il + v3^2 B ^3 (mod tt) and “ v2|i2 * |J4 (mod
so m3 and are linear combinations of \i-  ^and ja2> Thus
we need to consider only the conditions
t0 . v3t2 - v2t3 
tx . v2t2 + v3t3
(mod ir) .
Thus every quaternion t satisfying v = ut 
can be found using
(3) tQ = Try0 + v3y2 - v2y3, t ± = v y 1 + v2y2 + v ^ ,  
t 2 = y 2 , t3 = y3
9where y^* y2* ^3 are integers subject to the condition 
2
S t . = 7r. Upon substitution of the values of t, this 
J J
condition becomes
v2 (yQ + yf) + 27fv3 (y0y2 + y ^ )  - 2Trv2(y1y2 - yQy3)
+ (1 + v| + v^)(y^ + y^) = tt.
Since N(v) = tt?, this reduces to
(4) 7r(yQ + y^) + 2v3(yQy2 + y ^ )  - 2v2(y1y2 - yQy3)
+ % { y \ + y§) = 1.
The principal third order minor determinant of (4) is
2 2 2 tt § - trv2 - ttv3 = ir and the determinant of (4-) is
2 2 2(tt? - v2 - V3) = 1. Since the form in (4) represents
integers of odd norm and is of determinant 1 it is in 
the genus of the sum of four squares. Since there is 
only one class [1] in that genus, the form in (4) is 
therefore equivalent to the form
O O O O
(5) ug + uj + u2 + u|.
Thus each representation of 1 by the form (4) corresponds 
biuniquely to a representation of 1 by (5) of which 
there are exactly eight. If t is a quaternion of norm tt 
satisfying v = ut, then each of the quaternions ±t, ±i t
10
also is of norm tt and satisfies v = ut. Since there 
are only eight such quaternions* this set includes all 
possible right divisors of v of norm 7r.
Corollary 1.6. If v is a primitive quaternion, 
r| j N(v), n(r)) is even and n( -j-^ ) is odd, evenish, and
positive, then v has exactly one set of right divisors of 
norm ri.
PROOF: By the theorem, if v = ut and n(N(u))
is odd and positive, then u is determined to within a 
right unit factor, hence t is determined to within a 
left unit factor.
In the remainder of this chapter, t will 
represent an odd prime in Z(/2) and p an odd rational 
prime.
Lemma 1.7. If tt = aQ + a^/2 is a prime in 
Z(/2), and if n(7r) = p, an odd rational prime, then tt 
is a factor of § = + b1/2 if and only if
a0bl 5 alb0 (mod p )
PROOF: Since p = n(7r) = Sq - 2a^, if a1 is
odd, then p B -1 (mod 8); and if a1 is even, p » 1 (mod 8)
so that in either case we have p = 8k ± 1.
Dividing 5 by ir we get
L  = SZ - a^obo ~ 2albl) + (a0bl ~ alb0 ^ 2
7r - - - ^ 37T7T P
11
and 7r is seen to be a divisor of 5 if and only if
a0b0 ~ 2all3l a 0 (mod p) and aobl " alb0 ~ 0 (mod p)
both hold. However, if aQb^ - a^b^ = ^ ( mo^ P)-» then
2 2 2 agb-^  = a^a^bQ (mod p). Hence from a^ - 2a^ * 0 (mod p)
p
it follows that ^ai^i s a0a1^0 f1710^  P) anc^  hence
2a^b^ = a^b^ (mod p). Thus the one condition
a^b^ = a^b^ (mod p) is both necessary and sufficient for
tt to be a divisor of §.
Lemma 1.8. If tt is an odd prime in Z(/2), then 
-1 is a quadratic non-residue (mod tt)  if and only if n(7r) is 
a rational prime congruent to -1 (mod 8 ).
PROOF: Suppose n(7r) = ± 1 (mod 8 ). Then
O
§ = -1 (mod 7r) has a solution § = bQ + b^ 2 if and only
if 1 + b^ + 2b^ + 2b0b1/2 = 0 (mod tt) . If ir = aQ + a2/2
with n(7r) = p, then a.^  ^ 0 and the last congruence holds
2 2if and only if 2bQb1aC| = a^ + a ^ Q  + 2a1b1 (mod p) by
lemma 1.7. That is, if a^b2 - 2aQb0b^ + 2a^b2 s -a1 (mod p).
Since the determinant of the form on the left in this congruence 
2 2is 2a^ - aQ = -p and the form represents a^, the form repre-
a-, —ai
sents -a1 if and only if (— ) = (~p— ) or if and only if
p = 4k + 1 . Thus for n(7r) = ± 1 (mod 8 ), -1 is a quadratic
12
non-residue if and only if n(7r) = -1 (mod 8 ).
In case ir = 8m + 3 is also a rational prime, then
O
5 = bQ + bj/2 is a solution to § = -1 (mod ir) if and only if 
+ 2b^ s  -1 (mod ir) and b^b^ = 0 (mod ir). Taking
p
bQ = 0 (mod ir) reduces these last conditions to 2b^ = -1 (mod ir) .
p p
From this we have ^b.^ + 8 = 0  (mod ir) or (^b^ = -8 (mod ir).
2
Thus there is a solution to g = -1 (mod ir) if there is a
o
solution to n = -8 (mod tt) . Since ir = 3 (mod 8),
(“ ) = (~ ~ )  (~ )^ = (-1)^ = 1 so that -1 is a quadratic
residue (mod ir) if tt = 8m + 3.
Similarly, if tt = 8m - 3 is a rational prime, then
p 2 2
§ = - 1  (mod tt) has a solution if and only if bQ + 2b-^  = -1
and bQb^ = 0 (mod tt) . Letting b-^  = 0, these last conditions
p
reduce to bQ = -1 (mod ir); but since ir 3 1 (mod 4), -1 is a
o
quadratic residue and % = -1 (mod ir) has a solution.
Lemma 1.9. If ir is a prime in Z(/2), then for
any integer y in Z(/2) there exist §, n in Z(/2) which
satisfy £  + y2 = y (mod ir).
PROOF: Consider first a prime ir with n(ir) odd.
The ideal (ir) in Z(/2) is maximal so that Z(/2)/(ir) Is a
13
field containing n(7r) elements. Hence there are either p or
p
p elements in Z(/2)/(7r) for a rational prime p.
k "
Now in any finite field with p elements exactly
+ 1  2 2£— ~ - of them are squares. For if x = y , then
p p
x - y = (x + y )(x - y) = 0 implies x = y or x = -y. Thus
k , k , t£ — 1 ID + 1— —^  non-zero squares or *-— g—  squares altogether.
k i
Similarly, there exist — -g—  elements of the field of the 
2
form -y + m for a fixed element m of the field. Since 
1c
2 * ^— ±_i. > there is an element in common from the two
— - 2 2 
sets so there exist x, y in the field satisfying x + y = m.
Thus for y, the residue class in Z(/2 )/(7r) which contains y,
—2 —2 —there is a solution to x -f y = y in z(/2)/(tt). Let 5 and p
be elements of the residue classes x and y which satisfy the
2 2last equation, then 5 + p = y (mod tt) .
If ir = /2 and y = aQ + a^/2, let 5 = aQ and p = 0.
Lemma 1.10. If ir is a prime in Z(/2) of odd norm,
then the congruence u^ + = 1 (mod tt) has n(ir) - (Hjj:)
solutions.
14
PROOF: Let y be a non-zero element of Z(/2) of
which ir is not a factor. By lemma 1.9 there exists at least
2 2one solution to x + y = y (mod ir) f say §, r\. Using
Gaussian integers with coefficients from Z(/2), consider the
congruence
(6) (§ + in) (u + iv) = x + iy (mod ir)
o r equivalentlyj the pair of congruences
§u + nv = x
(7) (mod 7r)
-r)U + gv - y
2 2Since % + n = y ^ 0 (mod tt) ,  there is a one to one
correspondence between the pairs x, y and u, v satisfying 
the congruences in (7). Taking the norms of the Gaussian
integers in (6) yields (?2 + n2)(u2 + v2) = x2 + y2 (mod tt)
o o p o
or y(u + v )  = x + y  (mod tt) . Thus there is a one to one
correspondence between the pairs x, y and u, v such that
2 2 2 2 
x  +  y  =  y  ( m o d  tt) a n d  u  +  v  =  1  ( m o d  tt) .
2 2Let a be the number of solutions to u + v = 1
p O
and b the number of solutions to x + y = 0  (mod ir). If
— 1 P P  P P
{ ~ )  -  -lj then x = -y (mod ir) and thus x + y = 0 (mod t) 
has no solution except x = y = 0 (mod i r ). If (~~) = 1 s 
then for each x from a complete set of n(fr) - 1 non-zero
15
residues modulo ir there are two numbers ± y for which the 
2 2congruence x e -y (mod tt) is satisfied. In either case 
we have b = 1 + [n(-jr) - 1][1 + (“ ) 1 where the 1 is obtained
in counting the solution x = y = 0 (mod ir) .
Since there are n(7r) - 1 non-zero residues in a
complete residue system modulo ir, the second paragraph above
implies there are a[n(?r) - 1] total ways of representing them 
2 2modulo t  by x + y . Hence there are b + a[n(7r) - 1] ways
2 2of evaluating x + y (mod i r ) , but with n(ir) choices for each 
of x and y we have
b + a[n(Tr) - 1] = [n(ir)]2
a  = M i r )]8 -  1 -  [n (ir )  -  1][1 + (^ r ) ]
n ( 7 r )  -  1
= [n (j-)  -  l ] [ n ( 7r) + 1 -  [1 + ( ^ i ) ] ]
n(7r) - 1
= n(7r) -
2 2 —1 Thus u + v = 1  (mod ir) has n(ir) - (— ) solutions.
In explanation of the hypothesis of the following
theorem we note that the square of any number in Z(/2) is
totally positive and the sum of two or more totally positive
numbers is again a totally positive number. Further, since
p o p
(aQ + a1/ 2 ) = (aQ + 2a^) + 2a0a1/ 2, we see that the
16
coefficient of /2 in a sum of squares must be even. If 
= aQ + 2a1/2 is a sum of four squares with odd norm and
has an odd prime tt = p^ + p-j/2 as a factor such that the
other factor is ? = bQ + 2bj/2, then aQ = P0bo +
and 2a^ = 2pQb1 + From the last two relations it
follows that since a0 is odd, Pq^o anc* hence is odd so
P1 is even. Thus we can write ir = pQ + 2p^/2. The symbol
r^(n) denotes the number of representations of ri as a sum
of four squares.
Theorem 1.11. If ir = pQ + 2px/2 is an odd prime
in Z(/2) which is totally positive and r\ = aQ + 2a^/2 is
odd and totally positive, then
(8) r4(Trri) = + l)r^(n) - n(Tr)r^ (2:)
where r,.^) = 0 if 31 is not an integer.4viry 7r
PROOF: We first note that n(7r) = p2 - 8p2 = 1
so that we need consider no primes of norm congruent to
-1 (mod 8 ).
We will consider sets of vectors (x, y, z, w) with 
elements in Z(/2) which satisfy
(9 ) x2 + y2 + z2 + w2 = 0 (mod tt)
and which have the property that any two of the sets have
17
only the vector [0, 0, 0 , 0) in common.
If (x, y, z, w} is a vector satisfying (9) and 
2 27r is not a factor of x + y  , then by the use of Gaussian 
integers with coefficients from z(/2 ), the congruence
(10) (x + iy)(u + iv) = z + iw (mod it)
has a solution u, v. For
(x - iy) (x + iy)(u + iv) = (x - iy)(z + iw) (mod ir)
reduces to 
P P(x + y )(u + iv) = (xz + yw) + i(xw - yz) (mod ir)
which is equivalent to the pair of congruences
_ P 2
(x + y )u = xz + yw
(mod tt)
2 2 (x + y )v = xw - yz
for which a solution u, v exists which is unique (mod w ) .
Taking the norms of the Gaussian integers in (10) yields
(x2 + y2)(u2 + v2) = z2 + w2 (mod ir).
2  2  ?  2  Since x + y  =-(z + w )  (mod ir) it follows that
(11) u2 + v2 = -1 (mod ir).
Expanding (10) yields
xu - yv = z
(12) (mod it).
xv + yu = w
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If a pair u, v satisfies (11)., then any vector {x, y, z , w} 
which for the pair u, v satisfies (10) will also satisfy (9). 
For each pair satisfying (11) we define the space
S(u,v) = { (x, y, z, w} | (x, y, z, w) satisfies (10)}.
From the above, if fx, y, z, w} satisfies (9) and ir is not
2 2a factor of x + y , then (x, y, z, w} belongs to an unique 
space S(u,v).
If fx, y, z , w} is in S(u,v) and x = y = 0 (mod ir),
then (10), or (12), shows that z = w = 0 (mod ir). Conversely,
2 2if z s w = 0 (mod ir), u + v = -1 and (12) show that
x = y = 0 (mod ir).
In case (x,. y, z, w} satisfies (9) and belongs to
p p
S(u,v) and is such that x + y = 0  (mod ir) with y 4 0 (mod ir),
2
then x s Ty(mod ir) where t is a solution to t s -1 (mod ir).
2
For a fixed t such that t = -1 and a given y prime to ir, if 
x = Ty(mod ir), then rx = -y (mod ir) and since (12) holds for 
vectors in S(u,v) we have xu - yv = z(mod ir) and hence 
Tyu + txv = z (mod ir) or t (yu + xv) = z (mod ir). Thus from 
the other congruence in (12), t w  = z (mod ir).
We now show that each space S(u,v) contains one
and only one vector (x, y, z, w} satisfying (9) for a
given j  -4 0 (mod ir) and for a fixed t satisfying
p
t = -1 (mod ir) and such that x = ry and z = t w  (mod ir).
Each space S(u,v) contains one such vector since for such a
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given y, we can take
x =  Ty, z = Tyu - yv, and w = -t [ryu - yv] (mod ir)
for which (12) will hold. The uniqueness of the vector is
2 2seen by noting that since u + v = -1 (mod i r ) , for a given
pair Xj y, there is an unique solution to (12) (mod i r ) .
Conversely, if y 4  0 (mod i r ) , x = Ty (mod tt) and z = t w  (mod tt)
for a fixed t satisfying r a -1 (mod ir), then solving for
2 2u, v in xu - yv = z and u + v = -1 (mod tt) shows that the
pair u, v is unique (mod ir). Hence again the only vector
common to two of the spaces S(u,v) is the zero vector 
(0, 0, 0, 0).
We have seen that each vector (x, y, z, w)
?  P
satisfying (9) with x + y ^  0 (mod tt) belongs to an 
unique space S(u,v) and each such vector satisfying (9) with
P Px 4- y = 0 (mod ir) and y jd 0 (mod ir) belongs to one and only 
one space S(u,v). Moreover for each pair u, v satisfying (11), 
S(u,v) is non-empty. Hence there exist as many spaces S(u,v) 
as there are solutions to (11). Since n(7r) = 1 (mod 8), 
by lemmata 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, there are n ( i r )  - (“™) solutions 
to (11). Since (~) = 1j we have n(ir) - 1 spaces s(u,v)
which have only {0, 0, 0, 0} in common for any two of them.
For a fixed y such that y ^ 0 (mod t ) and a
O
fixed t such that t = -1 (mod tt), the relations
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(13) x = Ty, z = - t w  (mod. tt)
yield a vector satisfying (9) which is not in any of the 
previous n(ir) - 1 spaces. For from (10), xu - yv = z and 
yu + xv = w (mod ir). Hence if z = -Tw(mod ir) we have 
xu - yv s  - r y u  - t x v  (mod tt) which, using x = Ty yields 
xu + t x v  = -Tyu + yv (mod ir) so that x(u + tv) & -Ty(u + tv) 
(mod tt) and thus x s -Ty, a contradiction. This exhausts all
p p
cases in w h i c h  x + y = 0  (mod ir) so that for the two signs 
of r we get two additional spaces of vectors satisfying (9) 
for a total of n(7r) +  1 spaces.
If S is a space determined by a given y and t such 
that y 4 0 and t h -1 (mod ir) and (13), then for (x, y, z, w] 
in S, (x, y, z, -w} satisfies (9). For u = -t , v  = 0, 
this latter vector satisfies (10) since (x + 1 z )(-t ) s 
y - iw (mod ir) if and only if -x t = y and t z  = w or 
x = Ty, z = -t w  (mod i t ) . Hence for each {x, y, z, w} in S 
there is a vector {x, z, y, -w} in S(~t ,0). The converse 
argument is similar so that the number of vectors in S is
the same as the number of vectors in S(-t ,0).
Thus the number of vectors in each of the n(ir) + 1 
spaces can be found by the substitution
x = x^, y = y z  = ttz1 +  x.jU - y^v, w  = ttw-^  +  x-jV +  y.jU
2 2 2 2 i n x  + y t z  t w  = irr\, where x^, y^, z-^ , w1 are
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arbitrary integers in Z(/2). The substitution yields
P P P P  P P  P P  P P  P P  P P
X1 + yl + T Z1 + X1 + yl + T W2 * X1 + yl 
+ 2(ttz1x1u - ra-j^v -f ttw^ x-^ v + = irr\.
Hence
(u2 + v2 + l)(x2 + y2).+ 2ir(ux1z1 + vx1w1 - vy1z1 + uy1w1 )
+  7T2 (Z2 +  W 2 ) = TPp.
2 2 77 4- TT J- 1
Letting q = ---1—^-----  , this last equality reduces to
(14)
q(x2 + y2) + 2(ux1z1 + v x 2^1 “ ^ l 21! + uylwl^ + r ( z i  + wl^ = T1'
2 2 2The determinant of this form is (7rq - u - v ) which, when
the value of q is substituted, is seen to be 1. The
principal third order minor determinant of this form is 
2 2 2q ir - u q - v q  = q which is positive since q is totally 
positive. Thus the form (14) is positive definite and of 
determinant 1 and represents integers of odd norm so it is 
in the same genus as a sum of four squares. Since the form
o o o o 
x + y + z + w is in a genus of one class [1], (14) must
be equivalent to the sum of four squares under an integral
transformation of determinant 1. Hence the number of
representations of p hy the form (14) is the same as r^(p)*
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If tt is a factor of r|* then the vectors in which
each of x, y, z, and w is divisible by tt have been included
in each of the n( ir )  + 1 spaces. Note that in this case we have
(15) TT^ Xg + TT2y2 + TT^ z| + 7T2W2 = T^TTr^)
where irx^ = x, ..... , ttti^ = which reduces to
2 2 2 2 t\
x2 + y2 + z2 + w2 = ^1* ® 1US we must delete n(7r) ri|Gjp) °f
the representations in order to count each such representation
(15) only once. If ir is not a factor of ti* r2j.(^ ) taken
to be zero. Hence we have (8).
From (8) we have r^ (7Pr]) = (1 + n('ir))r^ (T1) in 
case (tt^ p) = 1, m is an odd and evenish totally positive prime 
and ri is odd and evenish and totally positive. Assume that 
for such 7r and r\ and h = 1 that
ri) = [1 + n(?r) +  ... + nh (7r)]r^(ri).
By theorem 1.11
r4(7rh+1ri) = [1 + n(Tr))r4 (7rhr\) - n(v)r^(~£)
= (1 + n(?r)) (1 + ... + nh (7r))rif(i1)
- n(?r) (1 +  . . . + n h _ 1 (Tr))r^(Ti)
(1 + ... + nh+1(Tr))r1|('n).
Also r^(l) = 8 by inspection.
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Thus we have
hl hkTheorem 1.12. If ? = ?Tj • where ir^  is
an odd, evenish, and totally positive prime in Z(/2), then
r i , (S)  = 8 TT ( S1 [n (ir . ) ]  ^) .  
4 i =1 j = 0  1
CHAPTER II
CLASS-NUMBERS AND SUMS OF THREE SQUARES
Throughout this chapter we will denote the 
primitive totally positive binary quadratic form
p p
i = r\x + 2xQxy + §y where g, xQ, and n are in Z(/2)
by
(i) $ = [n>2x0,g].
o
The determinant 6 = n? - we restrict to be totally
positive and evenish so that it will be possible for 6 
to be the sum of three squares. r| also will be expressible 
as a sum of squares so it too must be evenish. This in turn 
implies that g also is evenish. Further, let r(6 ) be the 
number of primitive pure quaternions x of norm 6 . Let 
h(6 ) be the number of classes of primitive totally positive 
binary quadratic forms of determinant 6 .
If x = x1i1 + x2i2 + X313 is a Primitive Pure 
quaternion in which x^, x2, x^ are in Z(/2), then by [x] 
we mean the set of quaternions
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x = x^i^ + x2i2 + x3i
-I^xij = x^i^ ~ x212
-i2xi2 - -x1i1 + Xgig
-i3xi3 = ‘xl1l “ X2i2
In case N(x) = 1, then for x^ = aQ + a.^ /2 , x2 = bQ + b1/2,
p p O
and x^ = Cq + c^/2 , it follows from x1 + xg + x^ = 1 that
a1 = b^ = = 0. Hence only one x^ . /  0, say x ^  so that
[x] = fi, Otherwise there will be four quaternions in
[x]. To insure this last case we take x such that N(x) ^ 1.
If x is a primitive pure quaternion of norm 
6 4 1 and $ is a form as in (l), with determinant 6, then 
the quaternion v = xQ + x satisfies the condition
P p
N(v) = Xg + N(x) = Xg + 6 = 5ti. Since v is primitive
(see theorem 1.1 or corollary 1.6), if n(N(n)) is odd, or
if n(N(n)) is even and n(N(§)) is odd, then v has exactly
eight right divisors of norm r\} which are of the form
±t or ±i.t. Thus we are able to take v = ut where N(u) = §
J
and N(t) = r\. Let S be the set of all primitive [x] for 
which N(x) = For each form $ as in (1 ), we will define a 
function F^ from s onto S.
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Since x -  ut - xQ, we have txt = tutt - txQt = 
tu-n - XqTi . Set
(2) y _ M  = tU - XQ.
• —. -f- *v* *t“ —
Since y = --- = -  , -y = y and hence y is pure. Also
■n n
N(y) = 6 so [y] is in S if y is primitive.
Lemma 2.1. y is primitive.
PROOF: If ir is a factor of each component of y,
then ir is a factor of N(y) = 6. Also, by (2), -qx = tyt.
Since x is primitive, if tt divides y, then tt is a factor of
2
n . Now 6 = ri§ - Xq, so that tr is also a factor of xQ and
thus a factor of y + Xq = tu. If tt is a divisor of t, then
since x = ut - xQ we would have x non-primitive. Hence tt is
not a divisor of t. Thus if tt is a factor of tu, then ir is 
a factor of tuu = tN(u) so that tt divides N(u) = Hence ir 
is a factor of §, x^, and r| so that $ is not primitive,
contrary to assumption.
In (2) if t is replaced by -t, then
-tx(^) _ -tx(-£) _ txt _ 
r\ ~ r\ n
Replacing t by i t  givesU*
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i txtl
= -i yi which is again(X u»a'
in [y]. Also if x is replaced hy x ’ = -iaxia, then 
xQ + x' = Xq - iaxia = - iautia where N(tia) = -r\ . Thus 
y 1 = (tia)(-iau) - Xq = tu - Xq = y and again we get [y]# 
Hence the mapping F^ from S into S which takes [x] onto 
[y] ty (2) is a function.
or -Xq + y = -ut so that F^([y]) = [x].
Lemma 2.3. If $ = [n^2xQ,?] and i|i is any one of
follows (xq + [ip) + x = ut + kip = (u + fit)t so that 
y  =  t(u + fit) - ( x q  + un) = tu +  fin -  X q  -  U p  =  tu -  X q . 
Hence F^([x] ) = F$([x]) for i|i = [nJ2(xQ + Mp), ..
Lemma 2.2. F. is one to one and onto.
PROOF: We show that if $ = [n*2xQ,§], and
f = [ti,-2Xq,5], then F^ = F$_1* Let F$(fx]) = [y] .
Then xQ + x = ut where y = tu - x~. Hence x 
n 0
o - y = Ut
o
the three forms [ ^ - 2Xq,p]j [p^2(xQ + fin)j(hh + 2xQfi + 5)] 
orj for a unit 9 ,  [ v 9 2 , 2 x Q f%9~2 ] , then F^ = F $.
PROOF: If F$([x]) = [y], then from xQ + x = ut,
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Now consider i|r = [?>-2Xq ,ti]# Since x = ut - xQ, 
x = tu - x^, and x = -x = -tu + xQ which gives uxu =
u(-tu + Xq)u = U (-t)UU + UXqU = -ut? + Xq? = ?(-Ut + XQ ).
But y = tu - Xq implies -y = y = ut - xQ or uxu = ?y and
thus y = so again F^ = F$.
If t)j = 2Xq, for a unit 6 , again from
Xq + x = ut it follows that Xq + x = u© 9 t and
e t x & t 0txt© „ t-,
" ^ 2  - y or " V
Corollary 2.4. If $ and i|» are equivalent forms
under integral transformations of determinant one, then F^ = F$ 
PROOF: If § and t|i are equivalent forms, either
can be obtained from the other by a finite number of trans­
formations of the types used in lemma 2.3 to give the 
equivalent forms.
If $ is a binary quadratic form, then the class C 
of forms containing § is the set of all forms which can be 
obtained from § by a linear transformation of determinant 1.
A class is called primitive if the greatest common divisor 
of the coefficients in any form in the class is 1. If
* = and * = ^ 2 ’ 5,T|1y  ^ are two forffiEr in twP
primitive classes, C-^  and respectively, of the same
determinant (the classes not necessarily distinct), they are
called united forms. The form Q = ['n-jjig* §*Y ] of the same
determinant is called the compound of $ and ty and the class
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containing fi is called the product class under composition.
We write C-^ Cg = C^.
The following two lemmas appear in [3] where the 
forms have rational integral coefficients. Since the results 
and proofs carry over to forms with coefficients in Z[/2)
without change, we state the lemmas without proof.
Lemma 2.3. For any primitive binary quadratic 
forms §2* • • • > same determinant 6, there can be
found integers §, y, p ^  ‘fig* ••• 3 %  such that
§i is equivalent to [p^SjYp-l-. •ri^ /rii] (i = 1* ...j k ).
Furthermore, these integers can be chosen so that p^, ..., p^ 
and 26 are prime in pairs.
Lemma 2.6. Let the divisors of the classes CUi. ■■■ i —  * J_
and Cg of determinant 6 be assumed coprime. Then for all
choices of united forms § and \|f in C1 and Cg respectively, the
compound of $ and i]i belongs to a unique class.
It is possible by extending the results in [3] as 
is done in [4,2.18] to obtain the following lemma. The proof 
again carries over to Z(/2) without change.
Lemma 2.7. The classes of primitive binary 
quadratic forms of a given determinant 6 constitute an 
abelian group under composition.
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Lemma 2.8. If C and D are primitive totally 
positive classes of binary quadratic forms of determinant 
6 ^ 1  and if, for § in C and i|r in D, F$ ([x]) = [y] and
F^([y]) = [a], then for 0 in CD, the product class under
composition, Ffi([x]) = [z],
PROOF: By lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 we can choose
representative forms $ = [ r \ , 2 and ty = [h,2Xq,tiS] in
C and D respectively so that (ti*h ) = 1. Since F|([x]) = [y]
and F^([y]) = [z] we have
■f y P
XQ + X = Ut, N(t) = T| , = y = tu - Xq,
and_________________________________ __
Xq + y = vt', N(t') = |i, = z = t'v - Xq.
Therefore Xq + y = Xq + tu - Xq = vt1 or tu = vt1. Also 
ttu = tvt' implies pu = (tv)t'. Letting w = tv, then 
-qu”  = N(tf)w so that n is a factor of Nft^w^ for
i = 0, 1, 2, 3. By assumption (n,N(t' )) = (r[,i-0 = 1 so
that n divides w^ for each i. Hence w = rir or -qu = (:Ev)tI 
implies r|U = r|rt'. Thus u = rt* and Xq + x = r(t’t) with 
N(t11 ) = M-T| and
*fcx*fc - -
(trt)x('t11 ) _ ^ ri ^ _ t 'ytr _ z
r p u n
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Thus F^([x]) = [z] where 0 = [rfi,2xQ,5], the compound of
i and ty. - -
If x = x^ i-^  + x2i2 + is a Pure quaternion, we
denote by T(x) the set of all quaternions obtainable from x
by permuting the x. or by changing signs.
J _
Lemma 2.9. If N(v) = 2r, then is in T(y).
PROOF: First we show that if N(v) = 2r, then v
is a product of factors of the form ±iaj 1 + ia* or /2 i .
The proof is by induction on r.
If r = 0, then v = ±1 or ±ia give the only
possibilities for v such that N(v) = 1. If r = 1 we consider
v = xQ + Xji^ + x^ig 4- x^i^ where xQ = aQ + a^2,
x^ = bQ + b^/2, Xg = Cq + Cj/2, and x^ = dQ + d^/2 so that
N(v) = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 + 2 (a2 + b2 + c2 + d2)
+ 2/2(&Qa^ + bQb^ + CqC-^  + ^0^1^*
Hence for N(v) = 2, clearly the only possibilities are for two 
of aQ, b0, Cq, dQ equal to ±1 and all else zero or one of
a l i bl* cl* dl e<3Ual ±-L an<^  aii else zero. Thus v = 1 + ia,
±ia 1^ + ^  /2 La or tia (/2 V *
If § = aQ + a1/2, we note that ?2 = a^ + 2a2 +
2/2 a0a1 and n(?) = a2 - 2a2 so that ?2 ■ n(x) = a2 (mod 2 ).
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Hence v = xQ + x1i^ + + Xgig and
2 2 2 2 k+1N(v) = xQ + x1 + x 2 + Xg = 2 imply that either none, two
or four of the x have n(x ) odd. Grouping the x of suchU< vL Ui
odd norm in pairs we have, for example, in case Xq , x^ are 
of odd norm,
xn - x p x. + x, p x - x, x + Xo
N(v) = 2 (• ■ 1 p' 1- )2 + 2 ( 0 P — )2 + 2 (■ - "p 3 )2 + 2 (— ■ p 3 )2
= 2k + 1 .
So N(v) = 2(N(vf)) where
X0 ~ X1 , x0 + xl , , x2 - x3 , , x2 + x3 1
2 2 1 2 2 2 3
Ir
and N(v') = 2 . Expanding the product
(“i2.) (1 + i1)v ’ = (! " i1)v '
,X0 ~ X1 . xo + X^  , ,x0 + X1 xo - x l ,
= (--- 5  + ----p----) + {— p---------- p ) 11
X - Xp X D + Xp
X + Xp X - Xp 
+ (-^-O 3- - 2 o 3 ) ^
= V
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and by the induction assumption v' and hence v is a product 
of factors of the given form.
By the above, we need to show that the lemma is 
true only in case v is of the form of one of the three 
possible factor types. Since [y] is contained in T(y), 
and -iayia is in [y], then ~iayia is in T(y). Also
(i - ix)y(i + ±±) = (i - i1)(y1ii + y212 + + 1i)
= 2 (y1i1 - y ig - y2i3),
(1 + i1) y (1 + ix) 
so -----N(l +~~i— }-------------  with a similar result
holding for v = 1 + i^. Finally,
(-/2 ia ) y (/2 ia ) = 2 (-iayia ) = 2y' for y» in [y].
(-/2 ia ) y (/2 i j
W T T ^ T
Hence  -------- ■. v---- —  is in T(y).
Lemma 2.10. If x and y are pure and primitive 
quaternions and N(x) = N(y), then there exists a primitive 
quaternion t with N(t) = r) and n(r]) an odd rational integer, 
such that for some y' in T(y), txt = tiy’.
PROOF: From N(x) = N(y) and x and y pure it
—  -  2 2follows that xx = yy = x(-x) = y(-y) and x = y . Thus
(x + y)x = y(x + y) and
(3) (x + y) x (x + y) = y N(x + y).
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If y = -x, take y' = x and t = 1.
If x + y ^ 0, then let x + y = 6vt where 6 is the 
divisor of x + y, vt is primitive, N(v) = 2 and n(N(t)) = n(ri) 
is odd. This is possible by theorem 1.1. Thus from (2) we 
have,
6vtxtv6 = yN(x + y) = y6vttv6, 
vtx^v = yvttv = N(v)N(t)y, and
vvtxtvv = N(v)N(t)vyv.
Hence, N2 (v)(txt) = N(v)N(t)vyv or txt = = T)yT
with y' in T(y) by lemma 2.9.
Lemma 2.11. If x is a pure quaternion, t a 
primitive quaternion such that n(N(t)) is odd, and txt = N(t)y, 
then there is an integer a such that a + x = ut.
PROOF: FrOm txt = N(t)y we have txN(t) = N(t)yt
so that tx = yt. Let z = tx = yt. Then zt = yN(t) = 0 (mod trr)
for each 7rr such that ir is prime and r is the highest power 
of 7r for which irr is a factor of N(t). Similarly
tz = N(t)x = 0 (mod irr) with r as before. Expanding z£ 
and tz gives
z0t0 + zl*l + z2tS + Z3 t3 ~ 0 
(4) ^0*1 ~ zlto) + (z2t3 " z3t2^  ® 0 (mod irr)
^0*2 - z2t0> + ^3*1 ' zl V  " 0 
(z0t3 ' *3*o) + (*1*2 ' z2tl) 5 °
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and
*0*0 + Zl*l + Z2*2 + Z3*3 = °
(5) (z0*l - zl*0> ' (z2*3 ' z3*2> ‘ 0 (mQd Trh
(z0^2 ~ Z2 C^>) ~ (z3"bi ~ z1^3^ ~ ^
( z Qt 3 ~ z3tQ) - (-z1 t 2 -  z 2 t ± ) = 0
Adding and subtracting congruences in (^) and (5) gives
2 ( z 0 t i  -  z ^ q ) =  0  2 ( z 2 t 3  -  z 3 t 2 ) =  0
2 (z0t2 - z2t0  ^~ 0 2(z3t'i - zlt3) - 0 (mod 7rr)*
2 (z0t3 - z3tQ) = 0 2(z1t2 - z2t1) s 0
Since n(Tr) is odd, n(ir ) is odd and 2 can be deleted throughout, 
Thus z.t . - z-t. = 0 (mod irr) for i, j =0, 1, 2, 3.
1 J J -L
Since t is primitive, there is some t^, say t^,
ys
such that (t^,7r ) = 1. Therefore
N
Q
ill
(*i'lzi)*o
21 a (*i"lzi^*i
IIIOJ
N
(^1 zl )^2
N
00
III
(*l"lzl )*3
(mod irr ) .
This can be done for each prime ir dividing N(t), so by the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem, there is a constant a such that 
zi “ octi(mod N(t)) or z = at (mod N(t)) so that
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tx = at(mod N(t)). Thus (a + x)^ = at + xt = at - xt 
where at - xt s xt - xt = 0 (mod N(t)). That is,
(a + x)t = N(t)u or a + x = ut.
Lemma 2.12. If § = [r|,(a, §] is a primitive 
binary quadratic form, then $ represents a prime integer.
See [8 ] for a proof of this lemma for forms with
rational integral coefficients.
Lemma 2.13. If x and y are primitive pure 
quaternions of norm 6 ^ 1  and I and i|j are primitive totally 
positive binary quadratic forms of determinant 6 such that 
F|([x]) = [y] and F^([x]) = [y], then § is equivalent to i|f.
PROOF: Suppose C and D are the primitive classes
of forms which contain $ and i|r respectively. Then CD ^ and 
the principal class E both contain forms whose associated 
functions, F, map [x] onto [x]. If, however, txt = N(t)x, 
then tx = xt implies x^t^ = x3^1 = X1^3J an<^  x1^2 = x2^1
If irr divides x£, then irr  divides x^t2 and x-^ tg, but x is
primitive so ir is not a factor of x-^  and x^ and hence 7r 
divides t^. Thus x2 is a factor of t^ and it follows from
^2 ^2 
*3 = x 3 3 ^  ' *1 = xl s f  ’ *2 = x 2 3 ^  that = x ia for
i = 1, 2, 3 for some integer a. Thus 
(6 ) N(t) = t2 + N(x)a2 = t2 + 6a2.
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By corollary 2.4, any two equivalent forms have 
the same associated function* If Cl is a form in CD and 
Q represents “n primitively, there is an equivalent form, 0,1, 
with T| as the first coefficient and a corresponding quaternion 
t such that N(t) = r| and txt = rpc. But by (6 ), N(t) = t2 + 6a2.
2 2Hence the form x + 6y represents every integer represented 
primitively by Cl.
By lemma 2.9, O represents a prime ir. Let [ ir, 2#, vi­
be equivalent to Cl where 2B is reduced so that B is in a 
reduced residue system (mod i r ) . [1,0,6] also represents ir
so that it is equivalent to a form [m, 2p,y’] where 2p is
2 2also reduced (mod i r ). But 5 = iry -  B  = Try' - p implies
? p
B = 6 = p (mod ir) so that B = ±p (mod t t )  . Since [1,0,6] 
is improperly equivalent to itself, if one of [ 7 r , 2 p , Y ! ] or
[ t t ,  -2p,y ' ] is equivalent to [1,0,6 ] 3 so is the other.
Hence B = ±p (mod ir) implies B = ±p so that [ t t ,  2/?,y] is 
equivalent to [1,0,6] and CD = E or C = D and thus $ is 
equivalent to i|r.
We note that without using lemma 2.9 it can be 
shown by the theory of reduction as developed in [7 ] that if 
two totally positive forms represent primitively the same 
integers, then the forms are properly or improperly 
equivalent.
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Lemma 2.14. Let the quaternion x' be obtained 
from a pure quaternion x = xiii + x2i2 + r sign
changes and s permutations of x-^f Xg, x^. Then a primitive
quaternion t with n(N(t)) odd and such that txt = N(t)x' 
exists if and only if
i) x 1 = x (mod 2 )
and
ii) r is even if 1 = n(x^) = n(x^) = n(x^) (mod 2).
PROOF: To show the necessity of i) and ii),
consider the following expansion.
txt = xx (tQ + t^ - t| - + x 2 ^ t 'o ~ tl + t2 “ t 3 ^ ± 2
x2 (^Q "* ^1 ~ ^2 "^3^3 X^2^l"^ 2 X3^1^3 — X2^0^3
+ x3t0t2)il + (Xltlt2 + X3t2t3 " X3t0tl + *lt0t3)l2 
+ (x2tQt1 - x1tQt2 + x1t1t3 + x2t2t3^i3-l*
If tQ = uQ + u-j/2, t1 = v0 + v1/2, tg = rQ + t 1/ 2 3 and
t^ = Sq + Sj/2, then N(t) = Uq + Vq + r^ + Sq (mod 2).
2 2 2 2Letting z = Uq + vQ + rQ + Sq we see the parity of z would
not be changed by changing two signs in z. Thus we have 
txt = N(t)x (mod 2), But since txt = N(t)x', then 
N(t)x = N(t)x’ (mod 2) or x = x ’ (mod 2) and i) holds.
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Suppose n(N(t)) is odd, 1 = n(x^) = n(x2) = n(x^)
(mod 2), and x ’ = -x (i.e. r = 3). Then txt = N(t)x' implies
txt = -N(t)x or tx = -xt. But expanding tx = -xt implies
-*1*1 - *2*2 - *3*3 = *1*1 + *2*2 + *3*3 °r
(7 ) + x2t2 + x3t3 = 0.
Also from the expansion we get
*0*1 + V 3  - *3*2 = *0*1 - *3*2 + *2*3 °r *0*1 = °-
Similarly t^Xg = t^x3 = 0. But x ^ 0 and the last equalities
imply tQ = 0. Letting
xx = aQ + a^/2, x2 = bQ + b.j/2, x3 = cQ + c ^ 2
(8)
= vQ + v ^ / 2 , t2 = rQ + r^ /" 2, t3 = s0 + s^/2
and expanding (7 ) gives
= 0
or aQv0 + b0r0 + coso + 2 (alvl + blrl + °lsl^ = 0 so that
a0v0 + b0r0 + C0S0 is even* Since n(x1) is odd, aQ, bQ,
and Cq are odd and hence either none or two of vQ, rQ, and 
Sq are odd. If two, say vQ, rQ, are odd, then with tQ = 0,
4o
t0 + v0 + r0 + s0 is even s° 'bha'fc n (N ('t)) is even. If all
of Vq, rQ, and sQ are even and tQ = 0, then again n(N(t)) is
even, a contradiction in both cases.
If r = 1 and n(x1) = n(x2) = n(x^) = 1  (mod 2),
then suppose x 1 = -x^i^ + + ;x:3^3 or x ' - x ~ 2x^i^.
Expanding tx = x't' as before and equating coefficients of i. 
yields
(9) x1t1 = 0, t0x1 + t ^  - t3x2 = 0, txx3 = 0, t±x2 = 0.
Again, with x ^ 0, then t^ = 0. Using (8 ) again with (9) 
gives
a0V0 + c0r0 “ b0s0 + 2 (alVl + clri " blsl) + ^ 2 (aovl + . . . ) =  0
with a^, b^, Cq all odd. But this last equality implies
a0V0 + c0r0 " b0s0 even* Hence either two or none of
2 2 2vQ, rQ, Sq are odd, and in either case vQ + rQ + sQ is even
.so that n(N(t)) is even contrary to our assumption. Thus
ii) holds. - -
To show the sufficiency of i) and ii) suppose
first that x' is derived from x by sign changes alone.
For x T differing from x by two signs, we note x* is in [x]
so that -i.xi. = x f. If x ’ differs from x by exactly one 
J J
or three signs, it is sufficient to exhibit a t such that
4l
txt = N(t)(-x), for then this can be followed by the
previous transformation -i.(txt)i. to give the desired
J J
result. Since r is even if n(x1) = n (x2) s n (x3 ) = 1 (mod 2) 
we need only consider n (xk ) even for exactly one or two of 
k = 1> 2 , 3.
To obtain such a t with n(N(t)) odd we use either
x2i3 ” x3i2 = ^ or ~ x1^3 = whichever one satisfies
2 2 2 2 —
X2 + X3 odd;’ or x3 + xi odd* Expanding txt = N(t)(-x)
yields the desired relation, for example
(x2i3 " x3i2^ x + X3i2^ = (x2 + x3 )(_x)*
In order to show the existence of a quaternion
t with n(N(t)) odd in case x' is derived from x by an 
interchange of x^'s we note first that i) implies that if
Xj and xk are interchanged we must have x^ . = x^ (mod 2).
In this case of x' = x.i. + x,i. + x i we will choosej k k j m m
(x . + xk )(i1 + ik)
t = — 2---- K A J  —ft. .. + x i .
2 m m
For clarity suppose j = 1, k = 2 so that
(X l + x ) ( i 1 + i )  
t ------------- g «- +  x3 i3 .
Expansion of txt gives N(t)(x2i1 + X j ^  + as desired
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We still must show that n(N(t)) is odd.
If x. is as in (8 ), then 
J
&2 ^2
N(t) = + aQb0 + 2a.]b1 + c^ + 2c^ + /2(a()a1+..).
Now n(N(t)) is odd unless
2 2& + "b
z = -2-^— 2. + a2 + b2 + + 2a1b1 + Cq + 2c^ = 0 (mod 2 ).
Since x.^  = x2 (mod 2), then aQ = bQ and a^ = b1 (mod 2).
If it should happen that z is even then we have 
three possible cases for aQ, bQ, and cQ.
Case 1. aQ, bQ even and cQ odd which, with z even,
p o p
implies a^ + b^ + cQ is even so a^ 4  b^ (mod 2).
Case 2. aQ, bQ odd and cQ odd imply that
* a^ = 4n + 1, b^ = 4m + 1, c^ = 4p 4- 1 so that
z = [2(n + m) + 4p + 2] + 2a1b^ + a^ + b^ + a0b0« Hence
p p
al + bi + aQb0 is even and a.^  4  b.^  (mod 2 ).
Case 3. a^, bQ odd and cQ even imply
z = 2 (m + n) + 1 + a^ + b^ + a0b0 + c^ + 2c^ is even, or
p p
1 + a^ + b^ + aQb0 is even so that a^ = b^ (mod 2 ).
^3
Cases 1 and 2 contradict x^ = x^ (mod 2) so 
n(N(t)) is odd unless
(10) aQ = bQ s 1 , cQ = 0 , a2 = t>1 (mod 2 ),
If (10) holds, we choose
X1 + x2 X1 ' X2 , z  -  - 2 - 2 ^
Then
tvT - ,xlx3 - XaX3 . xl + x2 , . xl + X2 ±
 ^ \ Q O *^1 Q Q
xlx3 + x2x3 . w  xl + x2 , xl - x2 , V
2 l3 U  j + 2 3-1
2 2 3 2 2 2
X2 + X1X2 , , X1 + X1X2 * . X1X3 + X2X3 1
2 1 . 2  2 2 3
2 2 x- + x
= (■ ■ ■ g— -) (x2ii + xii2 + = N (’t)x ' as desired.
For this choice of t and with the conditions a^ = b^ = 1 
(mod 2 ) and a^ = b^(mod 2 ), the parity of
N(t) = ao + bo + 2 (ai + bi) + 2 a^oai + bobi )/2 is
2 , k2
0 ndetermined by --- ^— “ . But a^ = 4n ± 1 and = 4m ± 1
2 2 
®T) O P
imply  g— - = 8 (n + m ) + 4 ( n ± m ) + l s o  that
n(N(t)) is odd.
Thus under the restriction x^ = Xg(mod 2) we
can find a quaternion t such that n(N(t)) is odd and 
txt = N(t)x’. If t is not primitive* we obtain a primitive
one merely by removing the common factor. The cases
x^ = x^ and xg = x^fmod 2) are handled similarly.
If x is a pure quaternion and there is a primitive 
quaternion t with n(N(t)) odd and such that
txt = N(t)x1 *
we say that x can be transformed into x'. We note* here* 
that there are forty-eight quaternions in T(x).
Corollary 2.15. If x = x-^ ij + x 2^2 + x3^3 ^  a
primitive pure quaternion* then
i) if n(x-^) = n(x2 ) = n(x^) (mod 2) fails and
exactly two of x^* Xg* and x^ are congruent (mod 2), then x
can be transformed into one third of the quaternions in T(x).
ii) if n(x^) = n(Xg) = n(x^) (mod 2 ) fails
and no two of x^* Xg* and x^ are congruent (mod 2)* then x
can be transformed into one sixth of the quaternions in T(x).
iii) if n(x^) = n(Xg) = n(x^) 1 (mod 2) and
x1 = x2 = x^ (mod 2 )* then x can be transformed into
one half of the quaternions in T(x).
iv) if n(x^) = n(x2) = n(x^) = 1 (mod 2) and
exactly two of x ^  x2, and x^ are congruent (mod 2), then
x can be transformed into one sixth of the quaternions in 
T(x).
PROOF: We note first that since x is primitive,
n(x1) = n(x2) = n(x^) = 0 (mod 2) cannot hold.
Suppose n(xx) = n ( x ^ )  = n(x^) (mod 2) fails, say
nfx-j^ ) s n(x2) 4  ^(x^) (mod 2). Then x1 4  and
x2 4  x^ (mod 2). Letting x^, x2, and x^ be as in- (8 ), then
aQ = bq 4  c0 (mod 2 ) and either
i) ai = (mod 2) so that x^ = x2 (mod 2 )
or
ii) a1 4  t>1 (mod 2 ) and x^ 4  xg (mod 2).
In case i) holds, by lemma 2.14, the only
quaternions x 1 into which x can be transformed are 
x' = ± x1i1 ± Xgig ± x3i3 or x' = ± x2i1 ± x ^  ±
This is a total of sixteen possibilities or one third of
the quaternions in T(x). If ii) holds, by lemma 2.14, the
only x 1 into which x can be transformed are
x' = ± x1i^ ± x2i2 ± x^i^* a ’fco'tal ^  quaternions or
one sixth of the quaternions in T(x).
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If n(x1) = n(x2) = n(x^) = I (mod 2 ), then
aQ = bQ = cQ = 1 (mod 2) and either
iii) x1 = x2 = x^ (mod 2 )
or
iv) exactly two of x^, x2, and x^ are congruent 
(mod 2 ).
In case iii)., lemma 2.14 implies any quaternion 
in T(x) that can be obtained from x by any permutation of 
the Xj and any even number of sign changes is a possible
transform of x, hence one half of the quaternions in T(x)
are transforms of x. In the last case iv), suppose
x.^  s x2 (mod 2). Then as in i) the possibilities for x ’
according to lemma 2.14 are ± x^i^ ± x2i2 ~ x3^3 or 
+ ± x^ig ± x^i^ hut only an even number of sign changes
are possible so there are eight possibilities for x* or 
one sixth the number of quaternions in T(x).
If x and y are two primitive pure quaternions 
such that N(x) = N(y) = 6 ^ 1, by lemmas 2.10 and 2.11 
there is a y 1 in T(y) such that for a class, C, of primitive 
totally positive binary quadratic forms of determinant 6,
[x] is mapped onto [y(] under the associated functions, F, 
of C. Lemma 2.13 shows the uniqueness of the class C. By 
corollary 2.15, y' can be transformed into ^  of the 
quaternions in T(y') where k depends on the case in the
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corollary into which y' falls. Hence [y!] can "be mapped 
onto of the sets [yf'] contained in T(y'). As before, 
for each such mapping there exists a unique class of 
associated forms, D, so the number of classes D is ■— times 
the number of sets [y1'] contained in T(y'). Since every 
class of forms whose associated function maps [x] into the 
sets [y1'] in T(y) can be expressed uniquely as CD, the 
number of such classes is the same as the number of classes, 
D, and hence is ^  times the number of sets [yrI] in T(y').
Let r (6 ), for a = i, ii, iii, iv, be the number
of primitive pure quaternions, x, with N(x) = 6 which 
satisfy the congruence conditions in case a) of corollary 
2.15. A consideration of all possible arrangements 
alJ al* ^0* co* cl subj’ect to the conditions for each
case in the corollary and a subsequent comparison of the 
corresponding values of N(x) reduced modulo 8 shows that 
if 6 is the norm of a pure and primitive quaternion, then 
it can be the norm of two different such quaternions x and 
y which satisfy the conditions of two different cases only 
if they are the cases ii) and iii) or the cases ii) and iv). 
Otherwise the cases are disjoint.
The number of quaternions in T(y) is four times 
the number of sets [yr] with y 1 in T(y). Letting k(i) be 
the integer given in case i) of corollary 2.15 and h(6 )
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the number of classes of primitive totally positive binary 
quadratic forms of determinant 6, from the second paragraph 
above we have
where ra(6) = 0 if no quaternion satisfying the conditions
of case a) has norm 6 .
Thus we have shown:
Theorem 2.16. The number of classes of primitive 
totally positive binary quadratic forms of determinant 6 
where 6 is odd, evenish, totally positive and ^ 1 is given 
by
h(») - xi ri.(6) - 2T rii(6) + 5  riii(6> + IT riv<6>
where r (6 ) is the number of primitive pure quaternions,
Ui
x = + X2^2 + ° ** norm 5 satisfying the following
conditions for a = i, ii, iii, iv.
i) n(x^) = n(Xg) = n(x^) fails and exactly
two of x^, Xg, and x^ are congruent,
ii) n(x1 ) = n(Xg) = n(x^) fails and no two of
x1, x2, and x^ are congruent,
iii) nfx-j^ ) = n(x2) = n(x^) = 1 and x-^  = Xg = x^,
iv) nfx.^ ) = n(Xg) = n(x^) = 1 and exactly two of
X1J X2 S and x3 are conSruent where all congruences are modulo
two.
Using the above results we are able to obtain
p
relations between the representations of p and ir p
as a sum of three squares.
Lemma 2.17. If y is a primitive pure quaternion 
2
with N(y) = 7T ti where ir is an odd evenish and totally positive
prime and p is odd evenish and totally positive, then there
are quaternions t, x such that N(t) = ir, N(x) = p and
y = txt. t is unique to within multiplication by 6 = ±l,
± ij, and x may be replaced only by 0x9. Further, every
2primitive set [y] of norm ir is obtained in this manner
from an unique primitive set [x] of norm T).
PROOF: By theorem 1.1, y = vt with N(t) = ir
and t is in an unique set of eight quaternions ± t, ± i.t.
J
But 7r divides N(v) so y and v have the same left divisors
of norm v . Since y = - y = ^v, then v = tx or y = txt.
The uniqueness of t to within 0t implies x is unique except 
for replacement by 9x0. From
- i^ -yij = - ij^xti . = TT txti . = (tTT)x(ti .) we have
J d  d d d  d J d
[y] is obtained from an unique [x].
By theorem 1.12 there are 8 (n(7r) + 1 )  
representations of ir as a sum of four squares. Hence there 
exist 8(n(7r) + 1 )  primitive quaternions t of norm ir, 
that is n(7r) + 1 sets of the form ± t, ± iji* Thus for 
each of these n(Tr) + 1 sets and a primitive set [x] we
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have a primitive y such that y = txt except in the case of 
those sets of t for which txt = 0 (mod ir). By lemma 2.11, if 
t is primitive, N(t) = ir, N(x) = ri, and txt = irz, then there
p
is an integer a such that a + x = ut. Hence a + p = 0 (mod ir).
Thus txt = 0 (mod ir) if and only if (^J = 1. If f^) = 1,
then txt = 0 (mod ir) and tx£ = 0 (mod ir) so there are 1 + (::^ )
sets ± t, ± i.t with txt = 0 (mod ir). Hence there are
J
n(ir) + 1 - (1 + (“ t)) = n(ir) - (— 1) sets [y] with n(y) = ir2ri
derived from [x] with n(x) = r|. For t, t' in different sets,
then txt, t'x”  are in different [y] by lemma 2.17. Thus
(11) r(7T2T,) = [ n W  - (-21)] r(ri).
The above argument holds with primitive replaced 
by primitive (mod ir) so we can write
r7r(ir2r|) = Cn(ir) - (■=£)] r^p)
where ^(p) is the number of representations of p as a
sum of three squares not all divisible by ir. Hence if
r^(p) is the number of all representations of p as a sum 
of three squares we have
r3 (ir2p) = r3 (p) + r^i^p) = r3 (p) + [n(ir) - (-^ r)] r^p) 
= r3 (p) + [n(ir) - (^) ] |>3 (p) - r3(^)].
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Therefore
( 1 2 ) ^ ( ^ r i )  = [ 1  + n(ir)  -  (—^ :)] (ri ) -  Cn( 7r) -  ( - ^ ) ] C3^ )
k = 1 that
O
Suppose now that (tv7t ) = 1 or tt and for some
,k+lv.  ^ 2k v , Nrn(?r) - 1 n (ir) - 1^
3 ' ^  3 (h)C n ( tt) 1 ”  tt n(7r) - 1  ^*
Then from (12) it follows that
2k
r3 (7r2k+2h) = [1 + n(?r) - (-z~ r J1)] r3 (-rr2kn)
2k 2k
~[n(7r) - ( ^ V 1)] r3 ( ^ l )
77"
2k
where k > 0 implies ( ~WW ^ ) = 0. Thus
r 3 ( ^ + % )  = r3 („)[l + - ( ^ ) ni[l) I'
-  n(7r)[r3 (n)fn^ | y  v 4  '
/ \k+2 .. / \k+l _
= r r-nUn (y) ~ 1 _ - l-i
3 - 1 ' tt n ( i r ) - 1
Hence by induction we have
k k k
Theorem 2.18. If 5 = tt2 • * • 7rm where 77^
is an odd evenish totally positive prime with (tt-. *77\.) = 1X J
for i ^ J and n is an odd evenish totally positive square
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free integer, then
.2
r3 (§ n) = r3 C*n )±1J* Ti
k.+2 k.+l
n(tTj ) - 1  n (^) - 1
w h er e  Tt  “  n(Tr,)  -  1 ‘  &  n(7T,) - ' I'X X X
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